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Vision
To be recognised as a knowledge resources centre of distinction, integral to the 
realisation of the University’s mission, vision and goals. To fulfil this aim, we will:
> enrich the student academic experience by equipping students with the 
 skills to succeed as independent learners
> promote and support world class research and scholarly communication   
 initiatives through integrated, client-centred discovery systems and services
> foster a highly skilled and flexible workforce, recognised for exceptional and   
 innovative service
> create stimulating, engaging learning spaces (physical and virtual) to foster   
 collaboration and exploration of knowledge resources
Mission
Our mission is to enable access to quality resources and services for excellence in 
research, teaching and learning by:
> delivering a range of services and technologies to enable the effective discovery  
 and use of needed resources, irrespective of their format or location;
> providing leadership and expertise to support independent learning and   
 research in an increasingly diversified scholarly information environment, and;
> capturing and promoting institutional research outputs.
Goals
Client service goals:
> Exceptional service
> Integration of flexible information skills programs in collaboration with   
 academic staff
Financial goals:
> Effective and efficient use of available resources
> Provision of resources and services that have a high ratio of value to cost
Internal process goals:
> Client-centred access to resources
> Demonstrated application of business excellence principles
Learning and growth goals:
> Skilled and knowledgeable staff equipped to respond to change
> Effective succession management and leadership development
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I extend my appreciation to the staff of 
the Library for their unfailing support 
and commitment during my first year as 
University Librarian. The achievements 
outlined in this report are a measure of their 
contribution, initiative and enthusiasm.‘‘
Margie Jantti, University Librarian
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As the successor to the leadership of the Library, I have 
been given a formidable task in sustaining the Library’s 
enviable reputation for quality and service excellence. 
To say the least, my predecessor cast a long shadow. 
Naturally, Library staff and the University community have 
expressed their curiosity as to what will happen next. While 
change is inevitable, what remains constant is my vision 
for this Library. Echoing former leaders; I too will exercise 
a persistent determination for this organisation to be 
recognised amongst the best in its class. 
A key measure of our success is client and stakeholder 
satisfaction. Several surveys, including the International 
Student Barometer Survey (ISB) and the Insync Library 
Client Survey returned positive results, with the Library well 
positioned against its peers against common performance 
categories. Overall satisfaction did decline however, which 
can be attributed to low performance scores for facilities 
and equipment. Record highs in the number of visits 
and use of facilities were noted at all locations, which is 
desirable, but meant that access to available seating and 
computers was exceeded almost on a daily basis. 
Major acquisitions of deep archive online backfiles of 
journal runs was both a strategic and practical move to 
enable the release of much needed space, while fulfilling 
a commitment for seamless access to quality research 
resources. Planning also commenced for the extension 
and refurbishment of the Batemans Bay Community 
Library; supporting students and staff at the Batemans Bay 
Education Centre.
Throughout the year, much was done to cement the 
importance of core information skills for the effective 
transition into higher education. StartSmart: Essential 
Academic Information Skills, introduces new students to the 
UOW academic culture and their role in the responsible use 
of information. It has received considerable acclaim from 
the University community and a notable accolade through 
the Vice-Chancellor’s Awards for Outstanding Service.
A commitment to the provision of quality services and 
resources that are tightly aligned to the learning, teaching 
and research strengths was evidenced through a revitalised 
Academic Outreach program. It was a vehicle for promoting 
developments in the scholarly publishing environment, 
research skills support and research publication services 
through highly tailored, individual consultations. Nearly 
70% of targeted staff took advantage of the initiative, 
valuing the time and expertise made available to them.
Generous support from the Vice-Chancellor enabled a 
subscription to Scopus, the premier citation index, greatly 
improving parity of access to critical research resources. 
The Library’s contribution to the Excellence in Research 
Australia (ERA) trial was noted through a commendation 
from the Australian Research Council for the quality of the 
institutional repository, Research Online.
During 2010, we farewelled several staff, including Lyn 
Wailes Associate Librarian, Projects and Helen Mandl, 
Associate Librarian Client Services. Their contribution to the 
Library and University was immense; ensuring the Library 
remained at the forefront of developments in learning, 
teaching and research.
I was honoured to be present when Felicity McGregor, 
former University Librarian (1997 – 2010) received UOW’s 
peak award for service to the University and community and 
made a Fellow of the University. A fitting accolade for her 
outstanding leadership of the Library.
I extend my appreciation to the staff of the Library for 
their unfailing support and commitment during my first 
year as University Librarian. The achievements outlined in 
this report are a measure of their contribution, initiative 
and enthusiasm. I was naturally delighted that their role 
in sustaining the Library’s high performance culture was 
duly recognised with the international Investors in People 
Standard, Silver Status, an Australian first.
UNIVERSITY
LIBRARIAN’S
REVIEW
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HIGHLIGHTS
OF
2010
01 JANUARY 02 FEBRUARY 03 MARCH 04 APRIL
05 MAY 06 JUNE 07 JULY 08 AUGUST
09 SEPTEMBER 10 OCTOBER 11 NOVEMBER 12 DECEMBER
Professional Cadets 
appointed
Group study table dividers and desks 
installed on Level 2
Scopus database 
subscription activated
Margie Jantti 
appointed University 
Librarian
Academic Outreach 
launched
Library Week: Library tagline
Library wins VC Award
Felicity awarded
the Fellowship of 
the University
Buddhist temple exhibition: 
Love & Compassion Library 
supplies Wrap with Love 
with 27 hand knitted blankets
3,495 clients surveyed 
for satisfaction
ERA Completed
‘What is Open Access?’ event
New discovery 
platform, Summon, 
launched
Ask a Librarian online 
service launched
Library declared
Investor in 
People (Silver)
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LEARNING &
TEACHING
StartSmart Launch
StartSmart: Essential Academic Information Skills was 
launched on February 19 by Deputy Vice-Chancellor 
(Academic), Prof Rob Castle. Replacing ILIP (Independent 
Learners Introductory Program), StartSmart, a compulsory 
transition program introduces new students to the UOW 
academic culture and their role in the responsible use 
of information. A Library team developed the evidence-
based learning guides and quiz, drawing on research from 
student surveys, focus groups, discussions with high school 
librarians, and advice from Learning Development, Centre 
for Academic Systems and Resources (CASR), ITS and an 
assessment expert, Associate Professor Janice Orrell.
StartSmart incorporates a range of interactive learning 
activities designed to develop an understanding of academic 
information skills early in the first year of study. To test 
students’ knowledge, a quiz made up of 23 questions 
is randomly selected from a large bank of questions. 
Compulsory for all new undergraduate students, it is highly 
recommended to postgraduate students who have not 
previously studied at UOW or who have had a long break 
since their undergraduate degree. On completion, students 
receive a certificate of achievement and a supplementary 
qualification on their academic transcript. 
Feedback from academics affirmed the value of StartSmart 
as integral to the University’s transition framework. 
More ‘Show Me’ Demonstrations 
Show Me demonstrations, a visual learning aid for the 
effective use of online Library services, grew in number. 
Show Mes include:
> Booking a Group Study Room
> Finding a book on the shelf 
> Finding past exam papers 
> How to check my Library fines 
> How to subscribe to Library RSS Feeds 
> Placing a hold using the Classic Catalogue 
> Renewing books online 
> Using keywords to find books in Summon
> Finding a journal article using Summon
> Finding and using e-books
> A range demonstrating finding different resources in the  
 Curriculum Resource Centre
Goal: Excellence and innovation in 
learning and teaching
Pauline Lysaght, Sub Dean Education 
supports the StartSmart program whole-
heartedly, “From an educational perspective, 
StartSmart is an exceptional resource. It is 
outstanding in terms of its scope and quality.”
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The Insync Library 
Client Survey
Digital Storytelling
Digital Storytelling is being used across several subjects as 
method to assess students’ understanding of their topic, 
combining old-fashioned storytelling with video, images 
and sound. Digital storytelling created new challenges for 
avoiding plagiarism and applying copyright regulations, a 
problem that prompted staff to create a comprehensive 
guide for students. 
The Digital Storytelling Library guide contains everything 
a student needs to know for the ethical creation and 
publication of a digital story, including:
> Instructions for creating a digital story
> Copyright and credits
> Ethics
> Referencing and citing
Meeting the needs of our clients
The Insync Library Client Survey is central to understanding 
what clients consider important, and is a key assessment 
tool to measure performance while providing an external 
reference point for benchmarking. 
In 2010, 3,495 clients completed the survey, and 1,801 
people provided written responses to open-ended questions. 
Significant results included: 
> Top quartile for 5 of the 6 best practice categories when  
 compared to other university libraries.  
> Improvement of overall weighted performance, when  
 compared to 2008.
> A jump to the top quartile for performance for client  
 satisfaction with “face-to-face enquiry services” and 
 “accurate answers”, which can be linked to a targeted  
 staff development and education program implemented  
 in the 12 months prior.
Unsurprisingly, demand for computing facilities remained 
steadfastly high, reflected in the only recorded statistically 
significant gap for “A computer is available when I need 
one”. 
The main opportunities for improvement related to the 
adequacy of the wireless network, computer access, 
noise, online resources, and the complexity of the Library 
catalogue. 
The Digital Stories guide created for the 
Commerce Faculty was included in the 
government sponsored Celebration of Literacy 
(29th Aug-4th Sept) as part of the National 
Literacy and Numeracy Week 2010. 
http://uow.libguides.com/digitalstorytelling. 
The guide recorded over 2,400 hits in 2010.
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Teaching Students How to Unlock the Past
Digitisation initiatives enabled for the first time, alternative access points 
to significant archival collections. The digitisation of the Royal Commission 
Report (1903) and oral history recordings relating to the Mount Kembla mine 
disaster, coupled with archives and research classes, allowed students to 
compile biographical portfolios of victims affected by the event. To further 
support student learning, the Archivist prepared an online gateway to the broad 
archival resources available both online and around the Illawarra. 
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RESEARCH
Academic Outreach
Keeping up to date with ever increasing changes in the 
scholarly information environment is a known challenge. 
A targeted communication and consultation initiative, 
Academic Outreach, required Faculty Librarians to contact 
all permanent academic staff to discuss these issues and 
the role of the Library in supporting the attainment of the 
Graduate Qualities. Highly customisable to individual needs 
and interests, topics included: 
> Optimal use of the Library’s access tools
> How to keep up-to-date with research in chosen fields
> How to calculate a H-index, and find out who is citing  
 your research
> Support for learning and teaching
All eligible staff were contacted and 67% of staff took part 
in Academic Outreach in 2010 with many more booked for 
2011. 
Evaluation shows the most useful topics were:
Goal: Excellence and innovation in 
research
While the original scope for Academic Outreach was 
achieved, a heightened awareness of services and resources 
resulted in requests for further promotional and educational 
interactions, for example:
> The creation of customised subject guides
> EndNote support
> Presentations of Research Edge and Where do I publish? 
 to Schools and Higher Degree Research students 
> Demonstration of discovery layers to faculty groups 
> Improved collaboration for resource selection
“I learnt a lot more than I expected.......very 
helpful and introduced me to a few useful tools 
provided by the Library that I didn’t know about.”
“I think this is a fabulous service - having 
someone come to the office and focus on 
your needs is invaluable. The strength is the 
“proactivity”. Rather than just saying we are here 
to help, you guys go out of your way and actively 
help and contact us, which is great for me who is 
too busy to often schedule things and need this 
type of proactive contact. Thanks.”
“This was a very informative visit and again 
reinforces the continued need for good dialogue 
and communication between Library and the 
Faculty.”
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DOWNLOADS
YEAR TOTAL
2006 53,768
2007 201,663
2008 420,283
2009 516,890
2010 724,424
Research Online – bigger and better
Research Online (RO), the institutional repository, continues 
to improve the ease of uploading research outputs through 
direct uploads of metadata and files from the University’s 
Research Information System (RIS). This has provided 
significant gains in efficiencies for both Library and faculty 
administration staff, while ensuring a higher rate of deposit 
in RO. 
An ebook and conference module was added to the 
repository interface to enable the publishing of ebooks 
and hosting of conferences. The first ebook published 
was UOW’s Social Innovation Network 2010 ebook. Four 
conferences have since been hosted on Research Online; 
the first with a program and papers mounted prior to the 
conference commencing was the Sydney Business School 
Higher Degree Research Conference, 30-September – 2 
October 2010
Research Capture 
2,832 papers were entered into the RIS for the 2009 Higher 
Education Research Data Collection (HERDC) period. 86% 
of these publications achieved a HERDC or UOW status. 
Publications with a HERDC status increased by 12.5% when 
compared to the previous collection period. An initiative 
introduced in 2010 saw citation data for UOW publications 
drawn from the Web of Science and Scopus databases, 
resulting in an additional 164 publications identified for the 
final submission, increasing the total publications submitted 
to DIIWR by 9.9%.
To ensure the comprehensive and ongoing capture of current 
research publications, a regular import of UOW publication 
data into the RIS from Scopus commenced. Approximately 
1,000 publications for the 2010 HERDC submission were 
captured in 2010.
Highlighting the Advantages of Open Access 
In the lead up to Open Access Week (18-24 October) the 
Library hosted an Introduction to Open Access session with 
speakers including University Librarian Margie Jantti, editor 
of UOW’s open access journal Australasian Accounting 
Business & Finance Journal, Ciorstan Smark and Manager 
of Research Online, Michael Organ. The event was an 
opportunity for the academic and research community to 
learn about the benefits of open access, share experiences 
and success stories, and promote wider participation in 
support of open access as a new norm in scholarship and 
research.
Ms Smark said open access was pivotal to the success of 
Australasian Accounting Business & Finance Journal, which 
achieved a prestigious B ranking in the ERA Ranked Journal 
List. “Since we started uploading the journal to Research 
Online in 2007, the number of downloads has steadily been 
building,” Ms Smark said. “Since [the ranking], submissions 
of papers have gone through the roof, at the moment we 
are actually compiling Volume 5, Issue 3 which is due for 
release in September 2011.”
More information for researchers was made available 
at a website prepared for the event www.uow.libguides.com/
openaccess.
Excellence in Research for Australia (ERA)
The process of uploading material into the Research Online 
ERA2010 site began during May, in collaboration with the 
University’s ERA Team. Nearly 3,000 UOW research outputs 
published during the ERA reference period were verified 
against ERA specifications. 699 metadata records were 
subsequently exported from the RIS into the institutional 
repository, accessible to the ERA Review Panels. Digital 
objects and additional metadata were added to the records, 
with material sourced from Library databases, Interlibrary 
Loan and by direct contact with authors or faculty officers.
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Ciorstan Smark
Editor of the Australasian 
Accounting Business & 
Finance Journal
Academic staff have been so impressed by the 
Research Edge that it has been showcased to 
HDR students within some research strengths.
Research Edge
Over a decade ago, Research Edge began as a three day 
commitment to workshop training. The latest iteration of the 
Research Edge integrates web 2.0 technologies to provide 
a suite of online tutorials; supporting and guiding students 
through class instruction and as an online reference point 
that can be used at any time throughout their candidature. 
In addition, handouts, checklists and self-assessment 
worksheets have deepened the value for students. The 
online learning principles used to design Research Edge 
assured equity of access for students unable to attend 
Research Student Seminar series or for those studying at 
other campuses. By the end of the year, it had been viewed 
by 16,091 clients.
Research on YouTube
A video, The Library – your research partner, was designed 
to create awareness of changing information and research 
needs for PhD and Masters students. Using the voice of 
the higher degree student as they progress through their 
candidature, the video points to essential need to know 
information to start the research project. Promoted heavily 
on the UOW digital signage network, the program is 
available via the Library website and YouTube. 
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Level 2
Newly renovated
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STUDENT
ENGAGEMENT
More students want more study spaces
In spite of the recent extension and significant 
refurbishment of the Main Library, demand for individual 
and group study frequently exceeded capacity. To address 
this, the following upgrades were made: 
Level 1
To support the use of personal laptops and other devices, 
power outlets were fitted to 156 existing study carrels and 
12 new powered carrels installed.
Level 2
> new ceiling and improved lighting 
> consolidation of the print journal collection to create  
 space for extra study spaces
>  revised layout of group study tables and improved access  
 to power outlets
>  installation of glass panels to break up large spaces 
>  20 new individual powered study desks 
Plans commenced for the release of space originally used 
for bound journals to create new bookable group study 
rooms and to allow for growth in seating configurations. 
Goal: Students engaged with 
learning and University life
One stop pocket guide to Library services & 
resources
Students are often overwhelmed with the amount of 
information piled on top of them when starting out at 
University. Providing bite sized information, which refers to 
online sites for more detail, was selected as a new way to 
communicate the scope of Library services and resources. 
A Library pocket guide was produced in time for Autumn 
Session which contained information about:
> Opening hours
> Different study areas
> Finding information and readings
> Borrowing
> Help services
> Orientation tours
> StartSmart
> Using computers, wireless and printing
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Getting connected
Every year the number of students attending University 
with their own personal devices grows. A new approach 
to Wireless Support saw a team of staff available to help 
students with the set up process. Almost 800 students took 
advantage of this initiative. As well as providing a much 
needed service, using a designated area reduced backlogs 
and crowding at the Information Desk, enabling staff to 
answer other queries.
Additional tours, during weeks 1-4 catered for late enrolling 
students and those now ready to learn more about the 
Library. Over 70 students took part in the tours.
Students engaged with the Library
Library week (24-30 May) is a chance to let clients stop 
and consider how important the Library is to their academic 
career. A series of competitions and displays were designed 
to encourage students to think about what the Library offers 
them. The competition, “What should the Library’s tagline 
be?” attracted over 450 entries of a high quality and 3 
winners were announced: 
1st place: Free fuel for your fuel tank
2nd place: You’re overdue for a visit!
Remote sites: Read. Challenge. Inspire. Create.
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A Rare Books exhibition “Rare books? What Rare Books?” 
displayed many of the oldest and rarest books held in the 
Library’s collection. Students could view and read the 
oldest and most fragile books online, promoting alternative, 
digitised access. Many other rare books were made available 
for browsing giving clients a glimpse of the sometimes 
unseen material available in Archives.
“Some of the Library’s oldest monographs held in The 
Rare Books Collection are also available online through 
Project Gutenberg.”
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Wrap with Love
Marshalling staff from inside and 
outside the Library over 750 knitted 
squares made 27 warm blankets for 
the Wrap with Love charity.
Community and staff from around the UOW campus joined in on weekly 
‘Knit Ins’, teaching each other knitting skills. 
Visiting our Malaysian partners
The Library has a proven history of successful partnerships 
to support and deliver services to UOW students enrolled 
outside of the Wollongong Campus. The establishment of a 
partnership between UOW and the INTI Education Group, 
Laureate International Universities brought opportunities 
to initiate new arrangements with the INTI Subang Library 
(Malaysia). The identification and articulation of minimum 
requirements was aided by site visits by both parties in 
preparation for program delivery in 2011.
Lisa McIntosh, Associate Librarian Resources, and Annette 
Meldrum, Liaison Librarian experienced firsthand the 
range of services and facilities being made available to 
UOW students and staff by INTI Subang Library. Student 
orientation and information skills and outreach programs 
were also discussed. Meetings between both parties clearly 
demonstrated a mutual commitment for the provision of high 
quality and responsive services.
Lisa McIntosh, Associate Librarian Resources, and Annette Meldrum, 
Faculty Librarian with the INTI Subang Library staff. 
Goal: Dynamic Engagement with our 
communities
Giving back
Marshalling staff from inside and outside the Library, 
over 750 knitted squares made 27 warm blankets for the 
Wrap with Love charity. The blankets are distributed by 
not-for-profit Wrap with Love through non-political, non-
denominational charities all over the world. The community 
atmosphere was bolstered by weekly “Knit In” events for 
staff and students in the Panizzi Room.
> Staff and clients donated pet food, blankets, toys and  
 other items under RSPCA Giving Tree in the Library foyer  
 which were then delivered to Wollongong RSPCA.
> Staff raised $334 for The Smith Family’s Learning for  
 Life program at various staff social events.
COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
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Community Tours
The Library, with its striking building and extensive art 
collections, is establishing itself as local point of interest. 
Community members are welcome as visitors and the 
following groups took part in personalised tours:
Country Women’s Association Dapto 20 January
Seniors Week 26 March
National Seniors Australia Illawarra Group 25 May
Probus 9 November
Dendrobium community enhancement program
A joint project proposal between the University of Wollongong 
Library and the Mount Kembla Mining Heritage Committee 
was successful in obtaining a grant from the Dendrobium 
Community Enhancement Program. Central to the project 
was the digitisation of the significant historical publication: 
the Report of the Royal Commission into the Mount Kembla 
Colliery Disaster 1902. The report is now accessible through 
the University Library and University Archives websites, 
as well as from the Mount Kembla Heritage Committee 
website. Other interested local and national organisations are 
welcome to link to this resource.
Welcoming High School students
Getting to know the Library familiarisation and information 
sessions tailored to high school students saw over 450 
students interacting with Library staff, resources and 
services. 
The Library participated in the Faculty of Arts’ outreach to 
HSC English Extension and HSC History Extension students. 
These events attracted students to the Wollongong campus 
from the local area, southern Sydney, the Highlands and 
Goulburn. 185 English students and more than 120 History 
students attended. The History session was streamed to 
Batemans Bay, Bega, Moss Vale and the Shoalhaven.
The Library featured in the UniConnections outreach 
program, targeting students from the Illawarra Senior 
College, Corrimal, Warrawong, Lake Illawarra and Kanahooka 
high schools. 115 students engaged with hands-on activities 
on finding resources in the Library.
What did you like most about the Library 
Research Day?
“Gaining the knowledge to be able to go 
home and be able to research easier and more 
thoroughly” – Lake Illawarra High School student
“Thank you very much - I really appreciate the 
efforts you have gone to and I know our students 
have enjoyed and gained very much from the day” 
– Warrawong High School Teacher
The Shoalhaven Campus Library actively promoted services 
and resources to local students through the annual Research 
Skills for HSC students program. Designed to further develop 
their research skills, students were encouraged to locate a 
variety of library resources, design a search strategy in line 
with their own research topic, think critically when evaluating 
information resources, and gain familiarity with a University 
Library. Four Shoalhaven High Schools took part with 47 
students attending. 
Other outreach activities included presentations to Year 
11 students from St John’s High School and introductory 
information skills session, analysing internet resources and 
search strategies, for students from Bomaderry High School.
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Mino Delle Site: Dr Livio Loi with Italian community member and 
Dott.Luca Ferrari (Honorary Italian Consul)
Compassion and Love: Curators from the Nan Tien Temple pictured 
with students and staff
Science Made Marvellous: Christine Paice, author, pictured with 
Janet Cosh Herbarium Staff, Assoc. Prof. Kristine Clark, Belinda 
Pellor, Jean Clarke and South Coast Writers Centre Director.
Panizzi Room ExhibitionsThai Librarian - Training Program at UOW Library
A delegation from the King Mongkutt University of 
Technology Thonburi, Thailand visited UOW in February. The 
visit promoted interest in ongoing professional development 
support in an Australian library setting. 
In July, Ms Kanokporn U-ampai commenced a two month 
placement within the Resources Division. In addition to 
focusing on her interests for resources acquisition and 
management, Kanokporn shared her knowledge and 
experience of working in a high tech university library.
Visitors from other universities
> The Library hosted a visit from Jane Brooker, the Head of  
 College Liaison Services from Massey University Library. 
> INTI Educational Group, Laureate International   
 Universities, Malaysia
> Josephine Burt: Business Development Manager 
 The Open University Library Services, UK
Kanokporn U-ampai (front) with the Access Services Team
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Diversity Week:
Barbara Holborow, author 
and retired Childrens Court 
Magistrate pictured with 
Senior Deputy Vice-Chancellor, 
Professor John Patterson
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COMMUNITY
PARTICIPATION
Cathy-Lee Bell Environmental Committee
Bernadette Carr International Student Experience Committee
Linda Cohen UOW Social Club Committee
NSW LA Users Group and Cataloguing Special 
Interest Group
Lynda Cooper First Year Experience Working Party
Donna Dee UEC Social Inclusion Working Group
Pam Epe Course Approval Management Group
Margie Jantti Academic Senate
Deans & Senior Executive and Directors
University Planning and Quality Committee
Library Consultative Committee
Elearning Project Control Group
UEC Quality Assurance Subcommittee
Council of Australian University Librarians (CAUL)
Clare Job Environmental Committee
NSW LA Users Group and Cataloguing Special 
Interest Group
Susan Jones University Collections Committee
Jo-anne Lombardi University Finance Users Group
Jen Lyons eLearning and Teaching Sub-Committee (eLTS)
Ainsley Lynch Student Communication Working Party
Helen Mandl Academic Staff Development Advisory Committee
Editorial Board, Journal of University Teaching and 
Learning Practice
UEC
Michael Manning Information Technology Forum
Web Site Managers Forum
Irene Mar Web Site Managers Forum
Lisa McIntosh ERA Steering Committee
Research ICT Steering Committee
Library Consultative Committee
Research Project Data Working Group
Course Approval Management Group
Carolyn Norris NSW LA Users Group and Cataloguing Special 
Interest Group
Michael Organ Research Online Management Committee
University Reconciliation Working Group 2009-
2010
ERA Working Group
Beth Peisley Board of Studies – Environmental Science
Lesley Smith Arts’ South Coast & Southern Highlands Sub-Com-
mittee (of FEC)
Uniconnections
Lucia Tome Student Support for Learning Sub-Committee
Carolyn Werner Lifeline bookfair regular donators
Elizabeth White Teaching Facilities Sub-Committee
Carol Woolley Environmental Committee
Sandi Wooton NSW LA Users Group and Cataloguing Special 
Interest Group
Faculty Librarians Faculty Education Committees (FECs)
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RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT
2010 % 2009 % 2008 %
Budget $12,276,000 $11,789,000 $11,631,000
Income $754,463 $648, 000 $730,000
TOTAL $13,030,463 $12,437,000 $12,361,000
Allocations
Information Resources Fund $4,350,680 33.39 $4,350,680 34.98 $4,350,680 35.20
Salaries $6,522,207 50.05 $6,425,634 51.67 $5,618,878 45.46
Equipment & Operational $1,315,222 10.09 $1,278,556 10.28 $1,272,032 10.29
TOTAL $12,188,109  $12,437,000 $11,241,590
Expenditure
Information Resources Fund $4,942,733 37.93 $4,718,899 37.94 $4,896,684 39.61
Salaries $6,275,699 48.16 $6,186,655 49.74 $5,603,661 45.33
Equipment & Operational $1,169,873 8.98 $1,521,754 12.24 $1,471,214 11.90
TOTAL $12,388,305  $12,427,308 $11,971,559
Budget
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Scopus 
Researchers welcomed the subscription to Scopus, the 
largest citation and abstract database of international peer-
reviewed literature and patents. Funding for Scopus, which 
was licensed as part of a Universities Australia national 
purchasing arrangement, was generously provided by the 
Vice-Chancellor, Prof. Gerard Sutton. 
Digitisation
The Digital Collections Advisory Group (DCAG) was 
constituted in 2010 to implement the recommendations of 
the Library sponsored Digital Collections Project. 
The Digital Collections Advisory Group:
> assists in prioritising collections for digitisation
> encourages  cross-functional collaboration for digitisation  
 projects
> further investigates the findings of other groups relating  
 to digital access of UOW content.
DCAG was instrumental in selecting collections to be 
submitted to the Australian National Data Service (ANDS) as 
part of the Seeding the Commons project. Some selections 
now available online are:
> Mount Kembla Mine Disaster: interviews
> Papua New Guinea: recordings
> A cultural history of cinema-going in the Illawarra 
 (1900 - 1950): interviews
> Broken Hill strikes: postcards
Collections digitised using in-house Atiz BookDrive Pro 
scanner included:
> Piggin collection – photographs, audio and video relating  
 to the 1902 Mount Kembla Mine Disaster
> Broken Hill strikes collection – postcards from the   
 Broken Hill strikes of 1909 – 1911.
Digitisation of the print thesis collection continued, with the 
total number of pages scanned approaching 100,000.
Improving efficiencies
Publishers’ approaches to promoting new information resources 
have traditionally been based on the use of print slips, providing 
a brief description of the resources to aid the selection process. 
In 2010 print ‘blurbs’ were phased out by the Library and 
replaced with electronic slips (eslips). Faculty profiles were 
reviewed prior to the introduction of eslips to ensure that only 
relevant items are presented for selection. As well as reducing 
waste, eslips improve dissemination of new title information and 
turnaround time for orders in a publishing environment that is 
producing shorter print runs.
Cochrane collection 
– photographs, 
slides, audio 
and video from 
New Guinea, 
collected in 
the 1950’s to 
the1970’s
Agate and Hawke collections – both collections containing letters, photographs 
and other material from World War I
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New information resources
ASME Digital Library American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers journal collection in full 
text from 1990.
Art and Architecture 
Complete
Indexes and abstracts to over 700 
journals (330 full text titles) and 
215 books and an image collection 
of over 64,000 images.
Asia Studies Fulltext 
Online 
Thousands of full-text reports 
covering 55 countries on a multitude 
of business, government, economic, 
and social issues.
Business Source 
Complete 
Business Source Premier 
subscription to the higher collection. 
Provides access to a further 1200 
fulltext journals, over 900 books 
and the Harvard Faculty video series 
on topics such as innovation & 
entrepreneurship, leadership, sales 
and marketing.
IBISWorld IBISWorld provides industry research 
reports on over 500 Australian 
industries, including emerging 
industries.
Institution of Civil 
Engineers Virtual 
Library
Provides archive access to the full 
suite of proceedings titles going back 
to the 1800s.
Informit Engineering 
Collection
Online access to the Institution of 
Engineers, Australia journals and 
conference proceedings.
JSTOR Arts & 
Humanities 
collections 4 and 6
Complements existing subscriptions 
to the JSTOR Arts and Humanities 
1-3 collections and provides archival 
access to a further 232 journals. 
OSIRIS Osiris is a fully integrated worldwide 
public company database with 
analytical information produced by 
Bureau van Dijk and other specialist 
data providers.
Passport GMID A Global Market Information 
Database containing industry data, 
country reports and company profiles.
The Economist 
Historical Archive 
1843-2006
The Economist Historical Archive  
complete searchable access to 
every issue of The Economist from 
1843 to 2006. The archive offers a 
primary source of research covering 
the 19th and 20th centuries and 
includes exportable financial tables, 
full colour images (including the 
front covers) and the original 
advertising. The Economist Historical 
Archive complements the Library’s 
subscription to the Times Digital 
Archive.
Journal backfiles and archives
In 2000, when the electronic preferred policy was endorsed, 
students and staff had access to 5,000 ejournal titles. A 
decade on, the number of individual electronic journal titles 
either subscribed to or owned has increased to over 79,000. 
The ever-increasing demand for research content confirms 
the need for widespread accessibility provided by the online 
format. To further enrich existing collections, a key focus for 
2010 was the acquisition of deep archive online backfiles.
Acquisitions included:
Emerald Journals Backfiles of 120 titles in the 
disciplines of business, management, 
library science, materials science and 
engineering. The backset coverage 
is from volume 1 of each title to 
the end of 1993, with the current 
Emerald subscription covering the 
period 1994 onwards. The titles in 
the collection include Accounting, 
Auditing and Accountability Journal, 
International Journal of Health care 
Quality Assurance, International 
Journal of Educational Management 
and Journal of Educational 
Administration.
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JAMA Archives Journal of the American Medical 
Association (known as JAMA) 
(1883-1997) and the Archives of 
branded titles of the Association, 
including Archives of Dermatology 
(1920-1997), Archives of General 
Psychiatry (1959-2000), Archives of 
Pediatrics and Adolescent Medicine 
(1911-1997) and Archives of 
Surgery (1920-1997).
LWW Nursing and 
Health Professionals 
Journal Archive 
Includes backfile content to over 
77 titles in the nursing and health 
professions area. Titles include 
American Journal of Nursing, Clinical 
Nurse Specialist, Infants and Young 
Children, MCN: American Journal of 
Maternal/Child Nursing, Medicine and 
Science in Sports and Exercise and 
Nursing Research.
Nature archive 
1986-1997
The 1987-1997 archive to the journal, 
Nature. Combined with an existing 
online subscription covering the 
period 1998 onwards clients have 
over 20 years of online access to this 
prestigious journal.
Oxford University 
Press Archive
The collection includes backfile 
content for over 157 titles with content 
ranging from 1849-1995 and covers 
areas in medicine, humanities, social 
sciences, science and technology. 
Titles include American Journal of 
Epidemiology, British Journal for the 
Philosophy of Science, Cardiovascular 
Research, English Historical Review, 
Journal of Environmental Law, Journal 
of Petrology, Quarterly Journal of 
mathematics, Music and Letters, Year’s 
Work in English Studies.
Pion Press Archive Provides access to the 5 journal titles 
published by Pion Press:Environment 
and Planning A-D and the journal, 
Perception. 
Royal Society of 
Chemistry Archive
The Royal Society of Chemistry 
includes the backfiles of journals 
published by the RSC from 1841 – 
2004. Titles of note include Memoirs 
and Proceedings of the Chemical 
Society (1841-1848), The Analyst 
(1876 onwards), Dalton Transactions 
(1966 onwards), Organic and 
Biomolecular Chemistry (formerly 
Perkins Transactions 1972 onwards).
Sage Publishing 
Collection
The Sage backfile collection comprises 
over 380 titles in business, humanities 
and social sciences as well as 
medicine, science and technology 
disciplines. The backfile comprises 
volume 1 of each title to 1997, 
with current subscriptions covering 
the period 1998 onwards. Titles 
include:  Australian & New Zealand 
Journal of Sociology, Educational and 
Psychological measurement, Human  
Relations, International Journal of 
Robotics Research and Journal of 
Industrial Relations(Australian).
Science Archival access to the premier journal 
SCIENCE from its start date 1880-
1996.
Synthesis  1969+
Synlett 1989+
Taylor & Francis-
Arts & Humanities/ 
Behavioral 
Sciences/ 
Criminology & 
Law/ Education/ 
Geography, 
Urban planning & 
Environment/ Sport 
Leisure & Tourism 
Backfiles
364 titles such as Annals of the 
Association of American Geographers, 
Asia- Pacific Journal of Tourism  
research, Australasian Journal of 
Philosophy, Australian geographer, 
Australian Historical Studies, 
Australian Journal of Psychology, 
British Journal of Educational Studies, 
British Journal of Guidance and 
Counselling, Commonwealth Law 
Journal, English Studies, Journal of
Geography, Journal of Organizational 
Behavior  Management, Labor History, 
regional Studies, Research in Sports 
Medicine, Studies in Higher Education,  
Teachers and Teaching.
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ACLS Humanities 
Ebook collection
Access to over 2800 ebooks in the 
humanities offered by the American 
Council of Learned Societies. Subject  
areas include: Australasia/Oceania, film 
& media studies, historical studies, 
literary studies, medicine, performance  
studies, philosophy, political science 
and Science/Technology.
Books@Ovid Over 20 ebooks in medicine and 
related fields of nursing, nutrition and 
sports medicine. 
CogNet Access to over 500 ebooks in addition 
to a number of journals and reference 
books in brain and cognitive  science 
research.
Emerald Business, 
Management and 
Economics ebook 
collection
400 ebook titles covering subjects 
of accounting, economics, finance, 
human resource management, 
marketing and strategy, for the period 
1994-2010. The collection includes 
book series: Advances in Financial 
Economics, Advances in International 
Management, International Finance 
Review, Research in Global Strategic 
Management and Research in Law   
and Economics.
Wiley Blackwell 
Backfiles
A selection of 43 single title 
backfiles including Acta Physiologica, 
Angewandte Chemie,
Australian Journal of Anthropology, 
Economic Inquiry, History, Internal 
Medicine, International Journal of
Nursing Practice, Journal of Clinical 
Nursing, Journal of Communication, 
Journal of Personality and Journal of   
Research in Reading.
IEEE Xplore Digital 
Library
400 ebooks accessible via IEEE Xplore
platform in subject areas including: 
electrical engineering, bioengineering, 
power, energy and communication 
technologies. The collection includes 
handbooks, introductory and advanced 
texts, as well as reference works and 
professional books.
MD Consult – Basic 
Science Premium 
Collection
Over 24 of the latest edition medical
textbooks covering areas such as  
epidemiology, physiology, histology 
as well as the latest edition of Gray’s 
Anatomy.
Palgrave Connect Business & Management, Media & 
Culture and Social Sciences 2010 
collections providing access to over 
270 ebooks. 
Ebook Initiatives
Ebooks allow our clients to access quality scholarly 
information online, regardless of location, and the number 
of people wanting access. Demand for ebooks has steadily 
increased, prompting a wide scale ebook acquisition, 
increasing our collection to over 60,000 titles. The following  
new ebook collections were acquired:
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STATISTICS
2008 2009 2010
Facilities and Equipment
Library visits - Main Library 1,184,054 1,500,176 1,602,895
Library visits - CRC 67,889 70,809 70,540
Library vists - Shoalhaven 28,391 26,371 31,490
Group Study Room Bookings 7,885 8,255 8,977
Laptop loans 3,623 9,463 16,240
Seats/Study spaces 1,218 1,218 1,291
Collection
Books (print) 524,445 533,465 545,624
Books (electronic) 7,698 9,374 60,000
Journals titles 57,302 62,679 79,000
Research Online (digital repository) 3,428 5,036 6,397
Document delivery
Items received 9,470 10,363 10,158
Items supplied 1,901 2,126 1,848
Intercampus supplied 808 731 919
Resource usage
Loans - Main Library 350,430 370,955 356,730
Loans - CRC 37,901 39,198 34,905
Loans - Shoalhaven 12,887 13,078 15,588
eReadings downloads N/A 111,864 121,166
Research Online downloads 420,283 516,890 724,424
Library webpages delivered 1,291,757 939,108 1,325,157
2008 2009 2010
Information and Research Help
Roving assistance 2,908 5,208 5,101
Information desk 21,983 26,397 27,852
Research Help 19,664 16,964 14,717
Shoalhaven 7,449 6,941 6,744
Email a Librarian 718 998 1,081
Academic Support for Graduate 
Qualities
Students attending Information 
Literacy Classes
18,526 20,167 19,312
Consultations 1,069 1,196 1,276
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An Australian First for Best Practice 
Long recognised for its philosophy of quality and 
service excellence, the Library raised the bar for 
performance by becoming the first organisation in 
Australia to be recognised with the international 
Investors in People Standard – Silver.
The Library was first certified against the standard in 
1999 but a change in the program in 2010 offered an 
opportunity to celebrate further achievement beyond 
existing compliance requirements. A self review 
preceded a two day site visit by an accredited reviewer 
who interviewed staff, evaluated the self review and 
conducted a test of policy, procedure and practice 
integration. 
Investors in People has guided the development of a 
range of systems and procedures to tightly align people 
initiatives back to the vision, mission and business 
plan, and the identification of evidence and success 
measures. 
Margie Jantti and DVC Academic, Prof.Rob Castle 
with the international Investors in People (Silver) 
Accreditation award
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Spotlight on training and development 
A competency-based approach to training introduced 
in 2009 resulted in a comprehensive, systematic and 
structured program for client service, frontline staff. The 
program’s success guided an extension of the model to 
other service delivery teams including Research Help and 
Roving Support and other core training activities such 
as Information Technology (IT) Skills. Assessment-based 
evaluation assured staff had the required skills, knowledge 
and confidence to deliver services to expected quality 
standards. 
Other competency based programs now include training in
the administration of the institutional repository and 
resource management. 
Getting to know Web 2.0
Awareness of Web 2.0 was integrated in the core training 
program for all staff. Training modules were designed 
to encourage staff to learn about the myriad of current 
and emerging technologies on the web and how people, 
the community, and libraries access information and 
communicate with each other.
Goal: Versatile, skilled and 
committed staff
VERSATILE, SKILLED 
& COMMITTED STAFF
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Critical review of information and research services
The Library regularly reviews the structure of the 
organisation with the purpose of realigning resources 
(e.g. knowledge, skill) to respond to, or anticipate the 
needs of both the Library and community it serves. In 
acknowledgement of the University’s planned growth 
strategy, a strategic review of the Information and 
Research Services team was conducted to assess: 
capacity for increased demands for professional support 
and help services and to evaluate the scope of roles and 
responsibilities required for the future, i.e. promoting 
changes in scholarly communication, collection 
development, technology development, increased research 
intensity, growth in the University’s affiliations.
A consultant was secured to:
> Provide a critical assessment of contemporary   
 information and research skills training and (e)learning  
 paradigms; rethink existing approaches to instructional  
 support and delivery
> To assess capacity to meet the research needs of the  
 University
> Inform workforce planning (a review of skills and
 knowledge required now and into the future and to  
 inform the effective allocation of resources).
A number of recommendations emerged, including: 
rationale for restructuring the team, redefining expectations 
and purpose, and further professional development in 
learning outcomes pedagogy.
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Revitalising our commitment to Total Quality  
Management 
A core component of the training schedule, the introduction 
to quality and business excellence principles and practices 
underwent a complete review. Delivered over two days, 
content was designed to familiarise new staff with the 
quality principles underpinning the management framework 
of the Library, and to refresh and revise learning content 
for long-term staff. The program contained a considerable 
amount of group work, with many practical exercises. 
One of the major outcomes of the program was the 
improvement of the strategic planning process. The strategic 
planning process has been considerably simplified and 
enhanced, through use of strategy mapping and project 
management tools.
Evaluating leadership
The Library’s leadership development framework articulates 
the desired competencies to exercise leadership within the 
context of the vision, mission and values. Assessment of the 
competencies was enabled through two major evaluation 
exercises: 360 leadership evaluation and the University’s 
Workforce Survey. The 360 leadership evaluation focused 
on 67 competencies developed by the Lominger Group. A 
comprehensive, personalised feedback session and report 
were provided to guide future development priorities. The 
workforce survey enabled evaluation of leaders as role 
models and assessed staff confidence in the ability of 
managers. 
The Workforce survey also measured organisational 
commitment and overall job satisfaction, the results of 
which were in the high percentile range.
Vice-Chancellor’s Award for Outstanding Service
The Information Skills Team (Bernadette Carr, Nadine 
Clark, Lynda Cooper, Lesley Smith, Bernadette Stephens) 
were recognised for the creation of ‘StartSmart: Essential 
Academic Information Skills’.
People First
Stephanie Drummond was recognised for her dedication to 
the provision of a high level of service in the many activities 
she is involved in throughout the Library. The citation noted 
her willingness to take on additional tasks to ease the 
workloads of others and for going the extra mile to assist 
clients with their information needs.
Audrey Kew was recognised for her commitment and 
determination in assisting clients with technology support 
and developing the team of Roving Helpers.
Bernadette Stephens, Bernadette Carr, Margie Jantti, Lesley Smith
and Lynda Cooper
Prof.Rob Castle, Stephanie Drummond and Margie Jantti
Inspiring achievements UOW Fellowship
Former University Librarian, Felicity McGregor was 
made a Fellow of the University during Autumn 
Graduation ceremony on Friday 23 July. Felicity was 
recognised by the University for her outstanding service 
to the research, teaching and learning community, 
for attaining national and international recognition 
for innovative and sustained approaches to Library 
management and for her demonstrated and long-
standing commitment to the growth and success of the 
Library and the University. 
Prof.Rob Castle, Carolyn Werner and Margie Jantti
Initiative and Innovation Award
Sonya Ollerenshaw’s and Carolyn Werner’s commitment to 
improving work flows and gaining processing efficiencies 
resulted in significant advancements in electronic 
processing. They demonstrated a consistent approach to 
continuous improvement, meeting the needs of both the 
Collection Services team, and library partners supporting 
students at the Education Centres.
Prof.Rob Castle, with The Collection Development Team, Stephanie 
Drummond, Pam Epe, Neil Grant, Nadine Clark and Margie Jantti
LEC Award
The Collection Development Team (Pam Epe, Stephanie 
Drummond, Neil Grant, Nadine Clark) were recognised 
for the successful completion of two major projects: 
the assessment and consolidation of the Print Journals 
Collection and the establishment of an Electronic 
Resource Management System (ERM). 
Library Innovation Grant
The Innovation Grant enables a recipient to undertake a 
research project on a selected Library or information issue 
which has the potential to introduce innovative solutions.
Lucia Tome, Research Training Librarian secured the 2011 
Innovation Grant. Lucia’s proposal to develop an interactive 
tool for academics to select information skills content for 
delivery will enable better marketing of learning options 
and demonstrate the breadth of information skills concepts 
taught by Faculty Librarians. 
Prof.Rob Castle, Lucia Tome and Margie Jantti 36
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Alison Pepper
Acting Law Librarian
“The Library supported me 
through a bumper year of 
training and development 
in 2010. The conferences 
showcased what other 
universities are implementing 
in terms of e-resources, skills 
development and assessment. 
A highlight was the Moving into 
Management intensive course 
which explored management 
challenges in a new era for 
Higher Education and helped 
prepare me for my current role.”
Cadets
Catherine Jones commenced her professional cadetship in February and Laura Batten in August. 
Catherine and Laura are the fifth and sixth cadets employed by the Library. 
Conferences
ALIA Access 2010 Conference Anne Brown
Libraries Australian Forum Rebecca Daly
Sandi Wontoon
Universities Australia Copyright Conference Noel Broadhead
VALA 2010: connections, contents, conversations Alison Pepper
Kristy Newton
Lisa McIntosh
Moving in Management
(LH Martin Institute)
Alison Pepper
Cross Currents - ALLA conference Alison Pepper
Aurora Leadership Instituate Kirsten Blinco
NSW State Records Archives Forum Susan Jones
CAUL Library Staff Development Conference Lisa McIntosh
2010 Library Assessment Conference (Baltimore, USA) Margie Jantti
“This cadetship certainly 
accelerates my knowledge, I 
now have access to mountains 
of practical experience and my 
colleagues’ wealth of knowledge 
which I can combine with the 
theoretical knowledge I receive 
from my studies. UOW Library 
is a very nurturing environment, 
encouraging us to ask ‘why?’ and 
think outside the box.” 
Catherine Jones
“The cadetship is a great 
opportunity that is allowing me 
to develop skills in a variety 
of different areas. The library 
cadetship is allowing me to 
create endless possibilities for 
my future in this field.”
Laura Batten
STAFF
Administration
Batten, Laura Library Professional Cadet BA (Hist) 
Cairns, Neil Associate Librarian, Technology BA, Dip Lib
Greatz, Kirsty Administration Officer Cert IV Bus Admin
Jantti, Margie University Librarian BA (Lib Info Sci), MBA, AALIA
Jones, Catherine Library Professional Cadet Cert IV Bus Mgmt
Lombardi, Jo-anne Manager Administration Dip FMgmt
Mandl, Helen Associate Librarian, Client Services BA, Dip Ed, GDipIM(Lib), MAppSci(LIM), 
AALIA
McIntosh, Lisa Associate Librarian, Resources BA (Lib Info Studies), AALIA
McLean, Jennifer Library Professional Cadet BA (Hist)
Resources
Daly, Rebecca Manager Resources BA, BAppSci (LibInfo Mgmt), Postgrad Dip 
Info Arch
Access Services
Bevilacqua, Debbie Access Services Officer Cert III Lib & Info Services
Chandler, Margaret Access Services Officer Assoc Dip Arts (Lib Prac), BA
Cohen, Linda Cataloguer BA, DipBus, Grad Dip (Info Studies), Cert IV 
in Govt, Dip BkEd&Pub, AALIA
Vacant Team Leader, Access Services
Duggan, Lara Access Services Officer BA
Giesajtis, Andrew Access Services Officer BMath, Assoc Dip (Lib Prac), Grad Cert 
AppSc (LIM), AALIA
Hardy, Amy Access Services Officer BA (LIS)
Job, Clare Access Services Officer Dip Lib & Info Sci
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Norris, Carolyn Cataloguer BA, AALIA
Pinkerton, Fran Access Services Officer
Williams, Margaret Access Services Officer Assoc Dip (Lib Prac)
Wooton, Sandi Cataloguer Assoc Dip (Lib Prac)
Collection Services
Benny, Kerry Collection Services Officer
Brbevski, Afrodita Collection Services Officer Assoc Dip (Lib Prac), Advanced Certificate 
(Office Administration)
Brown, Anne Team Leader, Collection Services Dip FMgmt, Cert IV (Lib & Info Services)
Carlisle, Fiona Collection Services Officer MA (Hons) Hist, Dip Lib 
Colwell, Susanna Collection Services Officer Assoc Dip (Lib Prac)
Crichton, Lindi Collection Services Officer 
Dovern, Kirsty Collection Services Officer
Kitchener, Heather Collection Services Officer Assoc Dip (Lib Prac)
Moreno, Nina Collection Services Officer
Ollerenshaw, Sonya Collection Services Officer Assoc Dip (Lib Prac)
Werner, Carolyn Collection Services Officer Cert IV (Lib & Info Services)
Collection Development
Drummond, Stephanie Collection Development Officer Dip Lib & Info Sci
Epe, Pam Manager Collection Development BA, AALIA
Grant, Neil Electronic Services Librarian BA, Dip Lib, Grad Dip Lib
Copyright
Broadhead, Noel Copyright and Digitisation Officer
Repository Services
Organ, Michael Manager Repository Services BSc (Hons), Dip Arch Admin
Client Services
Beazley, Chris Client Services Officer
Bell, Cathy-Lee Client Services Officer Dip Lib & Info Services
Blinco, Kristen Team Leader, Client Services BA Informatics, Grad Dip App Sci (LIM), 
M. AppSci (LIM), Cert IV Assessment and 
Workplace Training, AALIA
Burling, Yvonne Fines and Membership Officer
Colella, Rebecca Client Services Officer Dip Lib & Info Services
Fletcher, Helen Client Services Officer Lib Prac Cert (Hons), Adv Dip Arts, BA (ArchPal)
Hogan, Louise Short Loans Officer Cert III Lib & Info Services, Cert IV FMgmt
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Israel, Sue Client Services Officer
Jacobs, Sylvia Client Services Officer
Long, Danica Client Services Officer
Messer, Cathy Casual Staff Coordinator Cert IV (Lib & Info Services)
Pemberton, Kim Client Services Officer Dip Lib & Info Services ALIATec
Shen, Kira Client Services Officer B CompSc, Dip Lib & Info Services
Swire, Michael Shelving Coordinator Dip Lib & Info Services, ALIATec (CP)
Williams, Kimberley Client Services Officer BA (Hist), MAppSci(LIM)
Information and Research 
Services
Brindle-Jones, Cheryl Law Reference Librarian BA (lLib & Info Sci), Assoc Dip (Lib Prac), 
AALIA
Carr, Bernadette Faculty Librarian, Engineering BA (Soc Sci), Grad Dip Info
Clark, Nadine Health Reference Librarian B.Teach, B.Ed, MA (Info. Stud.), AALIA
Cooper, Lynda Manager Information and Research Services BA, Grad Dip Lib & Info Mgt, Cert IV 
Workplace Assessment and Training, AALIA
Dodd, Vicki Faculty Librarian, Creative Arts BSc, Grad Dip IM-Lib
Hill, Allison Faculty Librarian, Commerce BA (Lib & Info Sci), Assoc Dip (Lib Prac)
Jones, Susan Archivist BA, Grad Dip (Lib & Info Sci), AALIA
Kettle, Jeanetta Faculty Librarian, Commerce BA, DipEd, Grad Dip (Info Stud)
Lyons, Jen Medical Librarian BA, Grad Dip Info Mgmt Lib
Meldrum, Annette Faculty Librarian, Informatics BA (Lib & Info Sci), ALTC
Newton, Kristy Acting Faculty Librarian, Wollongong College 
Australia
BA (Hons), Grad Dip App. Sci (LIM), M.App. 
Sci. (LIM), Cert IV Fine Arts
Peisley, Beth Faculty Librarian, Science Dip Teach, Grad Dip App Sci
Pepper, Alison Faculty Librarian, Health & Behavioural 
Sciences 
BA Hons (Lib & Info Sci)
Riggs, Michelle Learning Support Librarian BTech (F&A Chem), Grad Dip (Info Stud)
Smith, Lesley Faculty Librarian, Arts BCom (Accy), Grad Dip AppSci (LIM), 
MAppSci (LIM), AALIA
Stephens, Bernadette Faculty Librarian, Education BA (Lib & Info Sci), MAppSci (LIM), AALIA
Thompson, Melanie Faculty Librarian, Wollongong College 
Australia 
BA, Grad Dip Info Mgt
Tome, Lucia Research Training Librarian BA (Lib & Info Sci), Assoc Dip (Lib Prac)
White, Elizabeth Law Librarian BA, Grad Dip Lib
Woolley, Carol Online Support Librarian BA, Assoc Dip Lib Practice
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Shoalhaven campus
Kjar, Silla Librarian, Shoalhaven BA, Grad Dip Info & Lib Studies
Anderson, Cathy Manager, Shoalhaven Library BA, Dip Ed, Grad Dip Info Mgt
David, Christine Information Services Officer Assoc Dip Library Practice
Planning and Human 
Resources
Cox, Brian Manager Quality and Marketing BA (Hons)
Dee, Donna Manager Service Quality Dip FMgmt, BA (Lib Info Sci)
Lynch, Ainsley Promotions and Partnerships Coordinator B Comm (Mkting), BSc (Psyc)
Technology Services
Kew, Audrey Technology Support Officer Assoc Dip Arts (Lib Prac)
Lanyon, Toni Team Leader, Technology Services Cert IV in Business (FMgmt)
Lunt, Karen Systems Librarian BA, Lib Info Sci, MLib
Manning, Michael Manager Technology Development BSc (Hons), MSc, MLS, Grad Dip 
Computing, MICT
Mar, Irene Web Development Officer BA, Grad Dip Ed, Assoc Dip (Lib Prac)
Rice, Anthony Computer Systems Support Officer Cert IV (IT)
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Library Executive Committee:
Neil Cairns, Helen Mandl, Margie Jantti and 
Lisa McIntosh

